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Abstract
The United States’ water systems are interstate in their nature; these systems are governed by
Congressional compact agreements. Water compacts have been influenced by common factors that
have reverberated throughout the water-web of the country. These impacts varied in their scale,
national level federal regulations, such as the Endangered Species Act of 1973, and recent concerns
about climate change are macro-scale influences. Localized drivers such as regional economics
and population change are localized impacts. While these concepts and issues influence water
compacts as a whole, their impacts occur at different periods, albeit for the same reason. As such,
we see a political web emerge that ties all the water compacts within the country, this web is
impacted by the same drivers that reverberate at different times.

Key Words:
Political-Water-Web, Water-Web, Compact Agreements, Water-Compacts, Socioeconomic
Impacts, ACF, Rio Grande, Delaware
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1. Introduction
The major water systems in the United States are interstate water systems; they cross multiple state
boundaries and provide water for millions of Americans. These systems are governed by interstate
congressional water compact agreements, once approved by congress, become federal law and are
binding agreements to all signatory parties (U.S. Const. art. I, §10).
Thirty-eight such water compacts exist throughout the United States and vary in size and the
number of people that rely on them. These congressional compacts are changed through good faith
agreements over the years in order to better serve those that rely on them, with issues arising at
times that require Supreme Court intervention.
The overall mechanisms that eventually are set in place can include a River Master Office
responsible for monitoring the commitments agreed upon, and flow regiments such as the Flexible
Flow Management Program (FFMP) set in place for the Delaware River Basin Compact (Delaware
River Basin Commission (DRBC), 2017).
The reasons compacts change and evolve over time may vary from compact to compact. As the
allocation of water within interstate compacts has long been a divisive matter, the agreement that
one state is entitled to more water than another state is often a sensitive subject. Overall, the
majority of interstate water compacts have had to change their flow agreements over the years due
to varying reasons, from climate change to drought or flood conditions. Compacts will change
their agreed upon flow allocations based upon good faith agreements, and when good faith
agreements cannot be reached, changes are based on litigated agreements approved by the
Supreme Court. Other reasons that have arisen that effected compact agreements have been the
passage of environmental laws, such as the Endangered Species Act and the Wetlands
Conservation Act.
While the larger compacts, such as the Colorado River Compacts and Delaware River Basin
Compact, will conduct thorough research in order to determine the best flow regime prior to
making changes, smaller compacts are not afforded the same resources. A change in the FFMP
that governs the Delaware River flow can be introduced and then revisited the following year,
whilst smaller compacts will not as lucidly change their flow regimes.
The sustainability of these flow changes, or lack thereof, can be analyzed based on historical flow
data available through the United State Geological Survey (USGS), water releases from the
reservoirs and dams provided by the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) or local
municipalities, current weather patterns, and forecasted shifts in climate patterns and climate
change. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have developed
comprehensive maps showing climate shifts nationwide, where for example the Northeast is
getting wetter and the Southwest is getting drier.
The combination of the shifts in climate, expected and current population growth, and flow
regimes that are established, can thus be analyzed based on their data. These analyses aid states in
7

their requests and negotiations to change compact regimes. Often times the evidence based on this
data will assist in the forthcoming Supreme Court case, should the process make it that far.
The magnitude of the socioeconomic impacts, resulting from changes to the flow regime, would
be significant for the majority of the United State interstate water compacts. These compacts,
beyond just drinking water for the populations they serve, also have vast economic impacts on the
downstream communities. For example, the Delaware River contributes roughly $25 billion in
annual economic value to the communities along its banks (Kaufman, 2011).
These economic resources vary from compact to compact, with the most common including
fisheries, recreation, agriculture, ecotourism, power generation and industry. These services also
contribute to millions of jobs that are affected by changes in the flow regimes. Shifts that may
mean a huge increase in economic prosperity for one state could be disastrous for the other compact
states.
So how do these compacts come to an agreement to change their flow regimes? Is it simply that
one state desires more water at the expense of another state? Do states view changes in other
national water compacts and use them as evidence for their desired changes? Has the passing of
key national laws and regulations heavily impacted water compacts throughout the United States?
Will all water compacts observe the effects of shifts in their flow regimes and make changes to
counteract observed deficiencies in their previous decisions, could such changes be easily agreed
upon between the compact parties?
In the following thesis, we will look to answer these questions by looking at the system as a whole,
then taking an in-depth look through case studies of various compacts. The following is a
breakdown of the approach taken in the thesis.
In chapter two, we will research the United States’ Constitution and the reference to compacts it
makes. Looking at compact agreements, their history and Congress’ needed approvals.
In chapter three, we will look at overall water resources within the United States, the macro view
of water issues and uses within the country and at a global scale. In addition, looking at the overall
water compacts within the United States.
In chapter four, we will decide on our three case studies, making a rational decision on which water
compacts to study. Also, we will look at the overall United States water and compact related
timeline events as well as researching each case study river system and the ensuing economic
impacts and timelines for each.
In chapter five, we will research population change within each compact area and compare the
developed timelines of each case study, contrasting them to the overall United States timeline.
Lastly, in chapter six, we will draw our conclusions and see if the water compacts within the United
Sates were influenced by common factors that reverberated throughout the entire water-web. We
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will also explore what further steps and studies should be undertaken to better understand the
water-web.
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2. United States Compact Clause
Article 1, Section 10, Clause three of The Constitution, simply known as the Compact Clause,
states; No State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay any Duty of Tonnage, keep Troops, or
Ships of War in time of Peace, enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a
foreign Power, or engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as will not
admit of delay (U.S. Const. art. I, §10).
The Compact Clause might have been established to preserve the union and ward off the dangers
states posed through working with domestic or foreign entities to undermine the union of the
nation, but in later years, case law took the Clause to mean that congressional consent over state
resource compact agreements was deemed necessary. Later acts would use the Clause in defining
their legitimacy to govern certain aspects of compact rules between states.
The first water sharing compact dates back to 1921, when congress authorized seven states to
negotiate the Colorado River Compact. While the agreement itself was negotiated and renegotiated
for several reasons, the consent to do so was an important step in the evolution of water sharing
between states. Prior to this point, states used what waters flowed into their borders, they tapped
into ground waters and did not think twice or worry about water resources as population growth
and farming tended to be near or around water resources. Once the nation reached a level of growth
where water demands became an issue that needed to be addressed, we then began to see the
development of various water compacts and interstate agreements (National Center for Interstate
Compacts (NCIC), 2011).
This evolution of compacts would later play a key part in the pollution prevention acts that were
established in later years. The idea of a vast nation that need not worry about resource protection
and allocation eventually matured into a responsible view of the natural resources available and
looked at compacts as the natural path to protecting them.
The Clean Air Act has several of its sections based primarily on interstate compacts, Section 102,
titled: Cooperative Activities, lays the ground work for these agreements as it states; The consent
of the Congress is hereby given to two or more States to negotiate and enter into agreements or
compacts, not in conflict with any law or treaty of the United States, for (1) cooperative effort and
mutual assistance for the prevention and control of air pollution and the enforcement of their
respective laws relating thereto, and (2) the establishment of such agencies, joint or otherwise, as
they may deem desirable for making effective such agreements or compacts (42 U.S.C. §7402)
The compact clause and congressional consent within the Clean Air Act are what legitimize the
regional planning organizations and give them the ability to work together to prevent and control
air pollution. The ability of the states to work together is imperative in combating pollutants that
travel long distances, such as ozone, as these pollutants can originate hundreds and thousands of
miles away.
Other compact agreements, such as the Early Action Compact, were also possible due to the
consent congress afforded the states within Section 102 of the Clean Air Act. This meant that
10

communities, states and federal government could work seamlessly to prevent pollution as soon
as possible.
Within the Clean Water Act, pollution prevention and agreements between states is based on
compact agreements. In Section 103 the Act states the following; (a) The Administrator shall
encourage cooperative activities by the States for the prevention, reduction, and elimination of
pollution, encourage the enactment of improved and, so far as practicable, uniform State laws
relating to the prevention, reduction, and elimination of pollution; and encourage compacts
between States for the prevention and control of pollution. (b) The consent of the Congress is
hereby given to two or more States to negotiate and enter into agreements or compacts, not in
conflict with any law or treaty of the United States, for (1) cooperative effort and mutual assistance
for the prevention and control of pollution and the enforcement of their respective laws relating
thereto, and (2) the establishment of such agencies, joint or otherwise, as they may deem desirable
for making effective such agreements and compacts. No such agreement or compact shall be
binding or obligatory upon any State a party thereto unless and until it has been approved by the
Congress (33 U.S.C. §1253).
Water transfer and with it, pollution transfer to downstream communities is a major issue the Clean
Water Act looked to tackle, as such the Compact Clause and consent granted by congress was
important in combating pollution that crossed state borders, as was the case with the Clean Air
Act.
These compact agreements in their respective pollution prevention acts were important, as there
already existed precedent for water resource sharing through compact agreements; this set the
groundwork for agreements to prevent pollution that would cross into the states that shared the
resource with their neighboring state.
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3. Water Resources and Overall Water Compacts
Unlike other important commodities, fresh water has no substitutes. In addition, water is
centralized in that transferring it more than several hundred miles is not practical. As such, water
necessities become reliant on renewable water sources, where water is renewed by the solar driven
water cycle. So we must look at the overall water cycle and water resources, dams, reservoirs,
ground water and river flow, in order to understand the importance of the water compacts and their
impact on up and down-stream communities.

Figure 1 The Global Water System (Vorosmarty et al. 2004)
The figure above illustrates the global water cycle and its complex and dynamic setup. When we
consider the various pools of water and how they interact with one another we begin to understand
12

the complex nature of these water systems and how sharing an ever changing quantity of a resource
may become challenging. Above those challenges, we must also factor in the anthropogenic factors
on our water resources and how they play into current and future water planning. The table below
explains the description of numerical entries in the figure above.
Table 1 Examples of Major Forces and Their Impacts on the Global Water Cycle (Vorosmarty et
al. 2004)
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While the above table is a comprehensive look at the overall impacting forces on the global water
cycle, the majority of these issues and factors helped in developing resource compacts within the
United States. Upstream communities initially thought to divert large amounts of water for their
ever-growing populations; they built dams and reservoirs, set up channels and canals and built
tunnels to divert flows away from major water bodies and into their growing communities.
These projects were both large and small scale, depending on the communities’ needs and the
ambitions and capabilities of the parties responsible. Some projects such as the New York City
reservoir system were large long-term projects while some dams, such as the Hoover dam, were
federal government funded projects aimed at certain goals they were meant to achieve. Overall, all
of the water compacts within the United States have some form of anthropogenic water diverting
mechanism that was eventually added. This shifted natural water flows and created the need to
develop a water compact agreement to ensure downstream communities are not negatively harmed.
Prior water sharing laws within the country, such as riparian water rights and common law rule, in
particular the appropriation water rights rules within the western states, meant that certain entities
rights to the water had to be protected with the construction of these new projects.
As such, the overall growth of dams within the United States was a key part in the evolution of
water resource allocations and an important first step in the foundation of the water web that we
see today. These dams and reservoirs were initially an important part of community stability and
growth, we saw their expansion in areas where populations settled in the early 1800s, later they
would begin to spread across the county at an exponential rate as development of the United States
took off, spreading from the northeast initially and into the country as a whole throughout the 20th
century. The figure below illustrates the spread of dams over the years through the United States.
14

Figure 2 The growth of US dams and reservoirs as recorded in the National Inventory of Dams
(NID) (Syvitski and Kettner, 2011)
Beyond the construction of reservoirs and dams, we need to understand the total withdrawals made
to fresh water, how these withdrawals interacted with the water resource, are they easily
replenished resources from surface waters or are they longer term ground water withdrawals that
require time and abundant flows to restock the water table.
While the United States’ population continues to trend upwards, the use of water per capita has
overall trended downwards over the past 35 years. Better efficiencies in energy generation has
been the primary reason for this, but let us not forget to give credit to water efficiencies within the
public and community daily use. People have managed to produce water efficient fixtures that are
used throughout the United States and have aided in the lowering of the per capita usage throughout
the United States.
Overall, the majority of water is still used for agriculture and energy generation. It is this dueling
need between these industries and downstream communities that is at the heart of some of the
bigger compact debates that have made their way to the Supreme Court of the United States. While
these sectors are becoming more efficient in their usage of water, the demands on surface waters
are still growing and the tug-of-war between these sectors and public consumption is still ongoing.
The images below illustrate the trends in water usage in the United States.
15

Figure 3 U.S. Freshwater Withdrawal, Consumptive Use, and Population Trends, 1950-2010
(Maupin, Kenny, Hutson, Lovelace, Barber, and Linsey, 2014)

Figure 4 Trends in Total Water Withdrawals by Category, 1950-2010 (Maupin et al. 2014)
16

While we see an overall downward trend in water consumption in the United States, this could
lead to a belief that we are heading towards a sustainable relationship between water supply and
demand, thus the current water compacts, in their current forms, are functioning properly and as
such no change is needed. However, from recent and past history, we see that there are numerous
water compact litigations within the past 35 years that have made their way to the Supreme Court
of the United States.
As such, we look at the spatial variations in water use, ground water consumption and its role
within the overall water consumed within specific regions. Water use per state will differ
depending on population and the economic sectors that are prevalent throughout certain states.

Figure 5 United States Total Water Use, 2010 (Maupin et al. 2014)
From the figure above, we see that the use of water does not follow a certain geographical formula;
however, we can see that more populous states, such as Texas and California, tend to use more
water. This would also be due to the fact they have higher energy demands, and in the case of
California, it is a heavy agricultural state.
The issues that arise when looking at the total water consumed by a particular state, is where is
that water coming from. As certain states will be able to supplement their entire needs through
surface water withdrawals, however other states may need further groundwater resources to meet
their demand needs. The following image illustrates the surface water withdrawals of each state.
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Figure 6 Surface Water Withdrawals, 2010 (Maupin et al. 2014)

Figure 7 Groundwater Withdrawals, 2010 (Maupin et al. 2014)
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As we see in the figures above the majority of states that consumed water at a high level also had
high consumption of surface water. This is what helped them meet their state’s water demands.
However, for some states the need for additional water led to heavy ground water consumption, as
the figures above illustrate.
While understanding there is, an overall, high consumption rate in some areas, understanding what
sector the water consumption is used for is also important. The following figure illustrates the
overall water consumption by state for irrigation.

Figure 8 Total Withdrawals for Irrigation, 2010 (Maupin et al. 2014)
Looking at just the base irrigation is useful; however, in seeing total withdrawals in previous
images and total surface water discharge availability, one can then intuitively determine that some
areas are not sustainable in the irrigation practices. While they currently have ground water
withdrawals to fall back on, future water availability will pose a great challenge.
Looking at the global trends in sustainable irrigation, one sees pockets of areas where overdrafts
of water resources are being conducted to maintain current production. This will eventually lead
to water issues that need to be addressed later down the road. The following figure illustrates the
global non-sustainable withdrawals for irrigation.
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Figure 9 Contemporary Geography of Non-Sustainable Withdrawals for Irrigation (Vorosmarty
et al. 2005)
Beyond irrigation, the following image looks at the water withdrawals for industry, which is also
important, as it is the single largest share of water consumption in the United States.

Figure 10 Total Withdrawals for Industry, 2010 (Maupin et al. 2014)
20

After looking at Texas’ overall consumption, one then understands why it is involved in several
water compacts with its neighboring states, as its consumption would need to be supplemented by
inflowing rivers that first pass through upstream states. The remainder of the state’s needs are
typically met by withdrawing ground water, however this becomes an issue as surface soils begin
to dry up and temperatures in certain areas of the United States get warmer. With increasing surface
water withdrawals, there is also less water to recharge the ground water tables.
We need to understand what geospatial shifts may occur in water withdrawals based on climate
change and how future water withdrawals are destined to change due to population and economic
growth, but these changes will be magnified in some situations due to climate change.

Figure 11 Projected Change in Water Withdrawals, 2005-2060 (Brown, Foti, and Ramirez,
2013)
The figure above illustrates the variance in water withdrawals based on A1B climate change
scenarios, where A1B was based on CGCM3.1MR, CSIROMK3.5 and MIROC3.2MR climate
models. These withdrawals tended to vary more in the west with climate change, because the
western part of the United States tended to have more agriculture, an area that would be heavily
impacted by climate change (Brown et al. 2013).
Beyond the aforementioned factors on fresh water and its availability and withdrawals, there is
also the impact of inter-basin water transfer. The impact of inter-basin water transfer is a globally
important impact that needs to factor into overall water strategies. As economies become less
localized and the transfer of goods become an ever more present issue in true global markets, the
byproduct of such large scale economic growth is the transfer of the, less paid attention to, water
footprint of the items being manufactured or produced.
Overall, inter-basin water transfers or IBTs, as they are known, vary in scale and impact. Larger
scale IBT schemes are typically very high cost, and thus economically risky, and they usually also
come with significant social and environmental costs, usually for both the river basin providing
and the river basin receiving the water (Pittock, Meng, Geiger, and Chapagain, 2009).
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Thus, fragmenting the flow of large river systems and moving water from one basin to another has
impacts to both the originating and receiving basins and their neighboring areas. Humanity has
rewritten the flow of rivers globally and readjusted river directions and magnitudes, with dams,
reservoirs and canal systems, to suit humanity’s needs, these transfers and changes are not always
well thought out plans that are studied in depth, but they are changes that affect us all, as the figure
below demonstrates.

Figure 12 Fragmentation and flow regulation by Large River System (LRS), (Nilsson, Reidy,
Dynesius, and Revenga, 2005)
Noting, the figure above presents the results of Nilsson et al., (2005) river fragmentation study
on 292 of the world’s largest river systems (LRS), where the paper found that only 119 of these
systems could be considered unaffected. The strongly affected systems had the majority of the
area, roughly 52% of the total area studied, and the blank areas were areas that lacked proper
data for assessments.
Beyond the global scale, on the national level, the United States has highly fragmented river flows;
this was well illustrated by the previous NID images, Figure 2, illustrating dam and reservoir
construction in the United States over the years. This fragmentation is also a driving force of
modern water compacts, where now flow regulated rivers are shared between competing interests.
Overall, the United States transfers large sums of water between basins. These transfers are
sometimes directly linked to the water compact agreements and at times the product of building
water infrastructure. The water transfers and their long-term effects on the supplying and receiving
basins are multi-level sustainability studies that would yield answers to the long-term impacts felt
throughout the water basins and their neighboring areas.
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Figure 13 Interbasin surface water transfers in the conterminous United States from 1973 to
1982 (Emanuel, Buckley, Caldwell, Mcnulty and Sun 2015).
Water resources have been shaped by interstate water compacts over the last century, these
compacts have varied in size and magnitude of total population affected. They have all been
revisited at one point or another, some multiple times over their existence, where they were
adjusted and tinkered with, either by the parties agreeing to those changes or by litigation that has
forced the change.
As we have seen in this section, the nature of water sharing within the United States is a complex
issue, where water resources were allocated and transferred based on a multitude of past and
current circumstances that affected the watersheds these compacts touched upon. These
agreements have been changed over the years, but the nature of those changes has never truly been
fully studied. Some water compacts have vast resources studying their allocations and possible
changes they may make, while others are less fortunate. Overall, they all have political agendas
driving the changes that will shape them, sometimes for the better; our goal is to try to understand
the nature of water compacts and the background of the changes that shape them. In an effort to
understand the long-term outlook for our water resources within the United States, we need to
understand how this commodity is shared and then what impacts will change in the allotments
have on the future sustainability outlooks of these resources.
The following table summarizes the 38 water compacts in the United States, listing the states that
are part of the water compact agreement and the congressional citation to the agreement, if there
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was one. The data was pooled using the National Center for Interstate Compacts (NCIC) web tool,
noting the web tool is up-to-date as of 2011 and is backed by the Council of State Governments
(CSG).
Table 2 United States Water Compacts
Compact Name

States Involved

Congressional Citation

1

Alabama-Coosa-Tallapoosa
River Basin Compact

Alabama, Georgia

P.L. 105–105

2

Animas-La Plata Compact

Colorado, New Mexico

P.L. 90-537

3

ApalachicolaChattahoochee-Flint River
Basin Compact

Alabama, Florida, Georgia

P.L. 105–104

4

Arkansas River Compact
1949

Colorado, Kansas

63 Stat.145-152

5

Arkansas River Compact
1965

Kansas, Oklahoma

P.L. 340, 84th Congress
granted consent to
negotiate; P.L. 789 89th
Congress granted consent.

6

Arkansas River Basin
Compact 1970

Arkansas, Oklahoma

87 Stat. 569, P.L. 93-152

7

Bear River Compact

Idaho, Utah, Wyoming

72 Stat. 38

8

Belle Fourche River
Compact

South Dakota, Wyoming

58 Stat. 94

9

Big Blue River Compact

Kansas, Nebraska

92nd Congress 86 Stat. 193

10

Canadian River Compact

Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico

64 Stat. 93, 66 Stat. 74

11

Chesapeake Bay
Commission

Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Virginia

legislative advisory group

12

Colorado River Compact

Arizona, California,
Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, Wyoming

45 Stat. 1057-64

13

Connecticut River Valley
Flood Control Compact

Connecticut, New
Hampshire, Vermont

67 Stat. 45
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14

Costilla Creek Compact

Colorado, New Mexico

1963 Congress approved
amendments

15

Delaware River Basin
Compact

Delaware, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania,
New York City

75 Stat. 688

16

Great Lakes Basin Compact

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Minnesota,
Wisconsin

82 Stat. 414, P.L. 90-419

17

Great Lakes-St. Lawrence
River Basin Water
Resources Compact

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Minnesota,
Wisconsin

P.L. 110-342

18

Jennings Randolph Lake
Project Compact

Maryland, West Virginia

Concurred by U.S. Army
Corps

19

Kansas-Missouri Flood
Prevention and Control
Compact

Kansas, Missouri

Commission

20

Klamath River Compact

California, Oregon

69 Stat. 613, 71 Stat. 497
[1957]

21

La Plata River Compact

Colorado, New Mexico

43 Stat.796

22

Merrimack River Flood
Control Compact

Massachusetts, New
Hampshire

Approved by Congress
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New Hampshire-Vermont
Interstate Public Water
Supply Compact

New Hampshire, Vermont

P.L. 104-126, 110 Stat. 884

24

Pecos River Compact

New Mexico, Texas

63 Stat. 159

25

Potomac Valley Compact

Washington D.C.,
Maryland, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia

54 Stat. 748; 84 Stat. 856

26

Red River Compact

Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas

P.L. 96-564, 94 Stat 3305;
P.L. 346

27

Republican River Compact

Colorado, Kansas,
Nebraska

P.L. 60

25

28

Rio Grande Compact

Colorado, New Mexico,
Texas

53 Stat. 785

29

Sabine River Compact

Louisiana, Texas

65 Stat. 736; 68 Stat. 690

30

Snake River Compact

Idaho, Wyoming

62 Stat. 294; 64 Stat. 29
[1950]

31

South Platte River Compact

Colorado, Nebraska

44 Stat. 195

32

Susquehanna River Basin
Compact

Maryland, New York,
Pennsylvania

32 P.S. Sec. 820.1 et seq.

33

Thames River Flood
Control Compact

Connecticut, Massachusetts

72 Stat. 364

34

Upper Colorado River Basin Arizona, Colorado, New
Compact
Mexico, Utah, Wyoming

63 Stat. 31

35

Upper Niobrara River
Compact

Nebraska, Wyoming

83 Stat. 86

36

Wabash Valley Compact

Illinois, Indiana

P.L. 86-375

37

Wheeling Creek Watershed Pennsylvania, West
Protection and Flood
Virginia
Prevention District Compact

81 Stat. 553

38

Yellowstone River Compact

63 Stat.152; 65 Stat 663

Montana, North Dakota,
Wyoming

As the table illustrates, water compacts vary in the number of participating states and the overall
reach of them. Some of these are smaller city sized flood protection compacts and some are wideranging, major large river impacting compact agreements. The overall impacts of these compacts
is far reaching, for multiple states are involved and they spread east to west, north to south of the
United States.
Looking at the table below, we see how many water related compacts each state is involved in, we
also see that there are 39 unique states involved in water compacts throughout the United States,
with two cities also involved. Some states are heavily involved in multiple compacts, because of
the water system that are prevalent throughout those states. States such as Colorado are involved
in nine unique compacts, this is because the State has several rivers that flow through it, as such,
it plays a key role in the regional water affairs of its neighboring states, making agreements
between it and its neighbor states imperative for the water security of those states.
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Table 3 Number of Water Compacts per Area
State/City
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

Number of Water
Compacts
2
2
2
2
9
2
1
1
2
2
3
3
5
2
4
2
2
2
1
1
4

State/City
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
New York City
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington D.C.
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Number of Water
Compacts
1
3
1
8
4
1
1
2
4
1
7
1
5
3
2
1
1
3
2
7

Mapping out these compacts will help further develop an understanding of just how large of an
impact and how wide spread they are, in developing the maps below we looked into creating point
sources for the compacts, rather than polygons of the overall watershed that was impacted. The
goal is to divide compacts that are shared between more than two states into points that would
encompass the two or three state sharing point, if there were one, and keep the lakes and larger
water bodies as a single point source. The benefit of using point sources and not whole watersheds
was to illustrate the distribution of these water compacts across the United States and their overall
interconnections. Also, the ability to see the watershed at a smaller scale, rather than a map that is
covered in watersheds that interconnect.
The following map illustrates these water compact points on a map, the methodology in
determining the point of interest for any given compact was to look at the flow of the river between
the two states and find its cross point at the border. Some of the rivers meandered along a border
between two or three states, for these the set up point was to determine, as best as possible, a focal
point that best described the nature of the water compact. Some compacts included bays, lakes and
reservoirs that were located on borders; these were set as the point of interest. The full table with
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locations of each point is in the Appendix. All data is referenced under 7.2 GIS Maps portion of
the References.

Figure 14 GIS Map of Water Compact Points
The following map shows the states that have entered into one of the 38 water compacts listed in
the table above. The green states in the map below are the states nation-wide that have entered into
one of the 38 water compacts listed above. These states represent the majority of the mainland
United States.

Figure 15 GIS Map of Water Compact States
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In looking at the overall states involved in water compacts and the number of points between these
states, where water agreements exist, one begins to see the vast reach of these agreements and how
they affect the majority of the population of the United States.
The following map shows the compacts overlaid on the highlighted water compact states and
interconnected by some of the major river systems in the United States. This helps illustrate the
concepts of inter-basin water transfers and how interconnected the water systems are in the United
States.

Figure 16 GIS Map of Water Compact States and Points with Major Rivers
The overall water compact system is a vast system. Looking at the overall reach, we decided on
three case study locations that would give an overall representative view of the system. We looked
for a case study in the northeast, one in the southeast and one in the southern part of the Country
for further in-depth analysis.
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4. Case Studies
In viewing the 38 overall water compacts, we see that they are relatively distributed throughout
the United States. They encompass multiple states and affect hundreds of millions of people in
their day-to-day water needs. We see that inter-basin water transfers were an issue for almost all
the water compacts involved and that the water uses varied from state to state and compact to
compact. The overall scope of this project is to investigate the possible overall links between these
water compacts and what drivers of change have led to the current shaping of these compacts.
In looking for the overall drivers of change for water compacts within the United States we first
have to look at the overall historical events within the United States that may have played a role
in changing and shaping water compacts and interstate water agreements. The first case study will
be developing a historical timeline of the events, regulations and changes that have shaped
nationwide water policies.
While we understand the need for in depth analysis of each water compact and long-term
sustainability studies to truly determine the impacts of shifts and changes within water allocations
in the compact agreements, the scope of the study will be to look at three water compacts and
determine if there was a correlation in their changes and agreements. To look and see if the overall
United States timeline was the driver behind changes within these compacts, or did individual
compacts change based on local events.
In deciding which water compacts to pick, we first looked for a local large-scale compact and
decided on the Delaware River Compact. Next, we wanted a southern compact and decided on the
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River Compact. Then, looking at the two compacts
selected there was a desire to add a western compact to the study, this would help observe the
changes across east to west and north to south, by selecting these three compacts, as such, the Rio
Grande River Compact was selected.
The goal in studying these three compacts will be to first, give a simple layout of the river systems,
then, to look at the economic impacts of them, then, to establish a list of key events that occurred
at each compact. Later developing the timelines and then contrasting them to the overall United
States timeline to check and see if they have common themes within them. We will also look at
the population growth tied to each river systems basin and see what changes occurred because of
the population growth.
The following maps illustrate the three selected water compacts and the states involved in each of
them and their watersheds.
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Figure 17 GIS Map of Case Study Watersheds

Figure 18 GIS Map of States in Case Study and Point References
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Figure 19 GIS Map of Case Study States with Watersheds
Looking at the maps above, we see that the compacts are spread out. The goal was to establish a
representative view of the 38 overall compacts with these three selections. In selecting a northeast
compact, we represented the smaller more compressed states of the area; in selecting the southeast
compact, we had more of the medium sized states with still wet climates, as was the case with the
northeast. In selecting the southwest compact, we selected larger states with drier climates. The
goal was to have a three-tiered approach that represented the overall storyline.
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4.1 United States’ Timeline
When looking to establish the United States’ timeline for the study, we will first look through all
of the major events that shaped the interstate compacts process at large and then the key aspects
that shaped the water compacts in particular. As such, forming a single timeline with all key
compact related dates and a water related compact timeline that will be later used in the timeline
comparison between all the case studies.
The compact clause was placed in the constitution when it was written, and when the constitution
was signed, on September 17, 1787, it became part of the United States' fundamental laws. It
established the governing requirements for interstate compacts, creating the rules that govern the
bases for today's compact agreements.
The first compact in the United States dates back to 1789, when Virginia and Kentucky entered
into a boundary compact. This came only two years after the signing of the Constitution and set
congressional approval for the boundary line between the states of Virginia and Kentucky. It is the
oldest recorded compact on record (NCIC, 2011).
In 1871, the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries (more commonly known as the U. S.
Fish Commission) was established as an independent agency to study the declining fish stock and
give recommendations and solutions to the problems. This was important as it laid the groundwork
for future environmental agencies to be established (NOAA Central Library, 2017).
In 1893, the Supreme Court heard the first challenge of a compact. While other cases had argued
aspects of a compact, they never actually questioned the compact itself. In 1893, the Supreme
Court ruled in Virginia v. Tennessee that Congressional consent to a compact may be validly given
by implication as well as by express action (Zimmerman and Wendell, 1975).
In 1921, the first water compact was authorized by congress. Congressional authority was given
to the states of Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming to
negotiate a Colorado River Compact. This compact signaled the first time that congressional
direction and a compact agreement was needed to determine the allocation of water resources
(NCIC, 2011).
In 1934, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act was enacted. The Act called for the development
of a Nation-wide program of conservation and rehabilitation. With the Act laying out the details
on water impoundments and their possible uses for natural rehabilitation and impacts on fisheries
(16 U.S.C. §661-§666c).
In 1940, the United States’ Fish and Wildlife Service was formed. A 1940 reorganization plan (54
Stat. 1232) in the Department of the Interior consolidated the Bureau of Fisheries and the Bureau
of Biological Survey into one agency to be known as the Fish and Wildlife Service (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 2016).
In 1944, Congress passed the Flood Control Act of 1944. The Act mandated any major river
projects to take into account flooding considerations. The Act limited the development and
impoundment of navigable waters based on the benefits and economic impacts of such actions,
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while previous revisions of this Act existed prior to this date, this one was more important to our
overall case studies (Flood Control Act, 1944).
In 1954, Congress passed the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act. In the Act, Congress
found that erosion, floodwater, and sediment damages in the watersheds of the rivers and streams
of the United States, causing loss of life and damage to property, constitute a menace to the national
welfare; and that it is the sense of Congress that the Federal Government should cooperate with
States and their political subdivisions, soil or water conservation districts, flood prevention or
control districts, and other local public agencies for the purpose of preventing such damages, of
furthering the conservation, development, utilization, and disposal of water, and the conservation
and utilization of land and thereby of preserving, protecting, and improving the Nation’s land and
water resources and the quality of the environment (16 U.S.C. §1001-§1012).
In 1958, Congress passed the 1958 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act amendments. The 1958
amendments added provisions to recognize the vital contribution of wildlife resources to the
Nation and to require equal consideration and coordination of wildlife conservation with other
water resources development programs, and authorized the Secretary of Interior to provide public
fishing areas and accept donations of lands and funds (U.S. FWS, 2016).
In addition, in 1958, Congress passed the Water Supply Act. The Act stated; It is declared to be
the policy of the Congress to recognize the primary responsibilities of the States and local interests
in developing water supplies for domestic, municipal, industrial, and other purposes and that the
Federal Government should participate and cooperate with States and local interests in developing
such water supplies in connection with the construction, maintenance, and operation of Federal
navigation, flood control, irrigation, or multiple purpose projects (43 U.S.C. §390b).
In 1963, Congress passed an Act to improve, strengthen, and accelerate programs for the
prevention and abatement of air pollution. This amended the 1955 Act. This Act was known as the
Clean Air Act and within its text; it stated that the Secretary shall encourage the making of
agreements and compacts between States for the prevention and control of air pollution. This
inclusion of compact agreements is what helped the later amendments in developing regional
parties to combat air pollution (42 U.S.C §1857-§1857g).
In 1965 Congress passed the Federal Water Project Recreation Act where they state that recreation
and fish and wildlife enhancement be given full consideration as purposes of Federal water
development projects. This Act also authorizes the use of Federal water project funds for land
acquisition in order to establish refuges for migratory waterfowl (16 U.S.C. §460).
In 1970, Congress passed and published the National Environmental Policy Act. Which aimed to
declare a national policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man
and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the
environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the
understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important to the Nation; and to
establish a Council on Environmental Quality (National Environmental Policy Act of 1969).
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Also in 1970, following President Richard Nixon's 'Reorganization Plan No. 3' issued in July 1970,
the EPA was officially established on December 2, 1970. The agency consolidates federal
research, monitoring and enforcement activities in a single agency. EPA's mission is to protect
human health by safeguarding the air we breathe, water we drink and land on which we live
(USEPA, 2017).
In 1972, the Clean Water Act was enacted by the 92nd Congress with the objective of restoring and
maintaining the chemical, physical and biological integrity of the Nation's waters. The
Administrator was to encourage compacts between States for the prevention and control of
pollution (The Clean Water Act of 1972).
In 1973, the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) was signed by Congress (16 U.S.C. §1531).
It provides for the conservation of species that are endangered or threatened throughout all or a
significant portion of their range, and the conservation of the ecosystems on which they depend
(NOAA Fisheries, 2016).
In 1989, the 101st Congress enacted the North American Wetlands Conservation Act. In it, certain
protections for migratory birds, fish and other wildlife were established. These protections were to
be administered by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (16 U.S.C. §4401-§4412).
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Figure 20 United States Timeline
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Figure 21 United States Condensed Timeline
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4.2 The Delaware River Compact

Figure 22 GIS Map of the Delaware River Basin

4.2.1 Introduction to the Delaware River
The Delaware River is in the northeast of the United States and runs through the states of New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware. The River is the longest un-dammed river east of
the Mississippi, running 330 miles from where its two upper branches meet to the mouth of the
Delaware Bay. Running through 42 counties, and 838 municipalities, over 15 million people rely
on the Delaware River for their daily drinking water needs; this is roughly five percent of the
United States’ population (DRBC, 2017).
While the River originates from roughly 216 tributaries, the key issues arise from the northern
branches of the river, which are in the state of New York and originate at the mouths of the
Cannonsville and Pepacton Reservoirs, these reservoirs are integral parts of the New York City
(NYC) water system. The two northern branches are dependent on the releases of the reservoirs to
keep them flowing. At the southern tier of the NYC water system, the Neversink Reservoir feeds
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the Neversink River, which feeds back into the Delaware River as well, making the overall releases
from the NYC water system an important aspect to the River.

Figure 23 New York City's Water Supply System (NYCDEP, 2017)
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The River has had its important place in American history over the years. In the 16th century, it
was imperative to the beaver and animal hide trade. It is infamous for the moment George
Washington crossed the Delaware with a column of the Continental Army to lead a surprise attack
in Trenton, New Jersey. The River has been a big part of the history of the United States. Both
during the process of the Country’s formation to the day it was formed and beyond. However,
what we rarely see is an understanding of how great of an impact this River has on the millions of
people who depend on it for drinking water, economic needs, and recreational uses.
The river also boasts a wide array of natural resources that it supports, rich in fish and wildlife, the
River and its Estuary host horseshoe crabs, and a wide variety of fish. In fact, the Upper Delaware
River Basin is home to over 50 different species of mammals including deer, beaver, fox, rabbit
and bears just to name a few. In addition to the mammals, 200 species of birds, either spend their
entire life cycle in the Upper Delaware, like the ruffed geese and pheasant, or just pass through in
the winter or fall on their way to wintering grounds in the south or breeding grounds in the north.
The Upper Delaware is an important segment of the Atlantic flyway for migrating birds (Delaware
River-Keeper Network (DRN), 2017a).
The River basin and its estuaries are also the home to over 45 different species of fish such as the
American shad, rainbow trout, large and small mouth bass, pickerel and pike. Since the River is
free flowing, shad are able to reach their spawning grounds upstream. From Maine to West
Virginia, the Delaware River is one of only two natural shad rivers. The Delaware River Basin is
significant due to its biological diversity and low levels of pollution (air, water, noise, etc.). This
contributes to the high quality of life and scenic value of the Upper Delaware Valley, all within
150 miles of over 35 million people, which is approximately 11% of the population of the
contiguous United States (DRN, 2017a).

4.2.2 Economic Impact of the Delaware River
There is a vast amount of economic benefits from the River. The Delaware River Contributes $25
billion in annual economic activity from recreation, water quality, water supply, hunting/fishing,
ecotourism, forest, agriculture, open space, potential Marcellus Shale natural gas, and port
benefits. The Port Complex (including docking facilities in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and
Delaware) is the largest freshwater port in the world. It is of high importance for the United States
as it is one of only 14 strategic ports in the nation transporting military supplies and equipment by
vessel to support our troops overseas. Aside from the important port activities, it is also home to
the third largest petrochemical port as well as five of the largest east coast refineries.
Approximately 3,000 deep draft vessels call upon the port and it is the largest North American port
for steel, paper, and meat imports as well as the largest importer of cocoa beans and fruit on the
east coast. And according to Rear Admiral Sally Brice-O'Hara, District Commander of the Fifth
Coast Guard District, "The port is critical not only to the region, but also to the nation." (Kaufman,
2011).
The following table illustrates the overall annual economic activity in the Delaware River Basin.
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Table 4 Annual Economic Activity in the Delaware River Basin, 2010 (Kaufman, 2011)
Activity

State

2010 ($Million)

Recreation

ALL

1,436

Water Quality & Supply

ALL

6,275

Fish/Wildlife

ALL

1,546

Agriculture & Forests

ALL

8,500

Public Parks

ALL

1,830

Shale Gas

ALL

3,300

Maritime Transport

ALL

2,600

Total

All

25,487.0

The table was established using the data provided in the DRBC 2011 report, by Kaufman, on the
annual economic activities. Further information from the report is available in the Appendix.
Overall, the Delaware River is directly and indirectly responsible for 600,000 jobs with an estimate
of about $10 billion in annual wages. Its impacts are felt through the four states it directly affects
and throughout the United States as a whole. The following table illustrates the overall jobs within
the basin.
Table 5 Jobs and Wages Directly/Indirectly Supported by Delaware River Basin (Kaufman, 2011)
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4.2.3 The Delaware River and New York City Water Resources Timelines
In 1667, the first public well was dug in front of the old Bowling Green Fort in New York City.
This established the first attempt at a publicly shared water resource (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1776, a reservoir was constructed between on the east side of Broadway between Pearl and
White Streets. This included a distribution system at the reservoir (NYCDEP, 2017).
On December 25, 1776, George Washington crossed the Delaware River with his troops. The
following day he led the surprise attack on Trenton, New Jersey. While this may not be of
importance to our water sharing, we still wanted to include it in the wider range of the timeline.
In 1800, the Manhattan Company sank a well at Reade and Centre Streets, pumped water into
reservoir on Chambers Street (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1830, New York City constructed a communal well for fire protection at 13th Street and
Broadway (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1842, the Old Croton Reservoir was placed into service, pumping roughly 90 million gallons
per day. The system had distribution reservoirs at Central Park and 42nd Street (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1873, Boyds Corner distribution reservoir began servicing the City. Increased reservoir
distribution locations were needed for the growing population (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1878, Middle Branch distribution reservoir began servicing the City (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1890, the New Croton Aqueduct was placed into service to help and meet the demands of an
ever-growing population in the City (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1905, the State Legislature created the Board of Water Supply (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1915, the Ashokan Reservoir and Catskill Aqueduct were completed in 1915. It was
subsequently turned over to the City's Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity for
operation and maintenance (NYCDEP, 2017).
In the 1920s, the states of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania were interested in developing
the Upper Delaware for water resources. There were two attempts to come to an agreement, first
in 1924, and then in 1927, but no solution could be reached (Office of the Delaware River Master
(ODRM), 201 7a).
In 1928, the remaining development of the Catskill System, involving the construction of the
Schoharie Reservoir and Shandaken Tunnel was completed (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1928, New York City moved to develop water sources in the Upper Delaware River Basin, this
action resulted in litigation from New Jersey (ODRM, 2017a).
In 1930, the State of New Jersey brought an action in the U.S. Supreme Court to enjoin the City
and State of New York from using the waters of any tributary to the Delaware River (ODRM,
2017a).
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In 1931, the Supreme Court of the United States upheld the right of the City to augment its water
supply from the headwaters of the Delaware River (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1937, construction of the Delaware System portion of New York City’s drinking water begun
(NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1944, the Delaware Aqueduct was completed; this signified the first portion of the Delaware
Basin construction by the City (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1950, Rondout Reservoir was completed and placed into service; this signified the future staging
point for routing waters from the Basin (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1952, New York City filed a petition with the Supreme Court, seeking to increase its diversion
of Delaware River Basin water for water-supply purposes (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1954, an amended decree was consented to by all parties and adopted. This decree permitted
New York City to increase its withdrawal rate to 800 million gallons per day, contingent upon the
City's construction of a third in-basin water reservoir--the Cannonsville impoundment on the West
Branch of the Delaware River--which was completed in 1964 (ODRM, 2017a).
In 1954, Neversink Reservoir was placed into service; this reservoir’s mouth was the Neversink
River, which feeds back into the Delaware River at the New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey TriState border (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1955, Pepacton Reservoir was placed into service; this reservoir’s mouth was the East Branch
Delaware River in the northern basin (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1961, the Delaware River Basin Compact was published a resolution of Congress as Public Law
87-328, where Congress sought to create a regional agency by intergovernmental compact for the
planning, conservation, utilization, development, management, and control of the water and related
natural resources of the Delaware River Basin (NCIC, 2011). The first page of the law is included
in the Appendix
In 1964, Cannonsville Reservoir was completed and placed into service; this reservoir’s mouth
was the West Branch Delaware River in the northern basin (NYCDEP, 2017).
In 1973, the Shortnose Sturgeon was added to the endangered species federal list, this species is
afforded protection under both federal and state Endangered Species acts, Clean Water acts, and
fishing regulations (Beans and Niles, 2003).
In 2007, the states and the City of New York agreed to a Flexible Flow Management Program
(FFMP), whereby the Decree Parties shall manage diversions and releases under the 1954 Decree
(ODRM, 2017b).
The FFMP was originally designed to be flexible and provide safe and reliable water supplies to
the over 17 million people who relied on the City’s reservoirs for their water needs. The agreement
would also ensure tail-waters kept the Delaware River at optimal levels and maintained a reliable
flow to the river. One of the biggest aspects of the agreement was that it eliminated the reservoir
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storage “banks” previously relied upon for habitat protection purposes and instead based releases
on reservoir storage levels, amongst other things (ODRM, 2017b).
In 2008, the FFMP was adjusted to better manage the releases of the City’s Delaware Reservoirs
and manage a healthier flow of the Delaware River (ODRM, 2017b).
In 2011, the FFMP was changed slightly, where Section 6.a.i. had been revised per agreement of
the Decree Parties. This section deals with the computation of water equivalent of snow melt.
Sections 6.a.x. and 17 had also been revised per agreement of the Decree Parties to address storage
bouncing (ODRM, 2017b).
In 2011, a new FFMP was agreed upon to make better use of water releases from the reservoir
system (ODRM, 2017b).
In 2012, a new FFMP was agreed upon to make better use of water releases from the reservoir
system (ODRM, 2017b).
In 2012, the Atlantic Sturgeon Distinct Population Segment (DPS) in the Delaware River were
added to the endangered species list (DRN, 2017b).
In 2017, the FFMP from the previous year expired and there was no agreement in place to carry
on for the new year. New York City has maintained the previous year’s agreed releases for the
new year as the Decree Parties come to a resolution (ODRM, 2017a).
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Figure 24 Delaware River and New York City Timeline
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Figure 25 Condensed Delaware River/NYC Timeline
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4.3 The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Compact

Figure 26 GIS Map of the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin

4.3.1 Introduction to the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River
The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River and its basin occupy parts Georgia, Alabama,
and Florida. The river system starts with the Flint and Chattahoochee Rivers, which originate in
Georgia; both rivers join near the border of Florida and form the Apalachicola, which flows to
Apalachicola Bay.
The ACF River Basin drains an area of about 19,800 square miles in the three states listed above.
The Basin’s hydrology is heavily influenced by the 16 reservoirs along the flow of its rivers. These
reservoirs cause most of the ACF’s mainstream river miles to be in backwater, and these reservoirs
play a key role in controlling the flow of the River (Couch, Hopkins and Hardy, 1996).
The following image and map illustrate the major dams along the ACF River, some of these are
United States Army Corps dams and others are Georgia hydropower dams.
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Figure 27 ACF River Dams and Gages (USACE, 2017)
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Figure 28 ACF U.S. Corps and Private Dams (Tetra Tech, 2016)
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The Apalachicola river system and Bay are one of the distinctive water systems in the world. The
system has origins from upstream rivers in Georgia and the up in the Appalachian Mountains. The
watershed hosts a list of diverse wildlife and endemic plant species. The watershed is home to an
estimated 86 species of fish, 315 bird species, and 52 mammalian species, a handful of which are
endangered or threatened (Florida DEP, 2009).
The ACF Basin covers 60 counties in Georgia, 10 counties in Alabama, and 8 counties in Florida.
Extending a distance of approximately 385 miles. The overall ACF River system is used to meet
multiple needs throughout the three states, including drinking water, power generation, agriculture,
aquaculture, navigation and recreation. The system has been changed and shaped over the years
by the various aforementioned reservoirs (Tetra Tech, 2016).
The Georgia Power Dam, completed in 1921, began changing the flow of the ACF River system.
The dam forms a 1,400-acre lake, Lake Chehaw, along the Upper Flint River. The Lake offers
boating, fishing and other recreational activities. A canoe trail winds through the lake, and there is
a covered picnic area at the dam (Florida DEP, 2009).
One of the more significant events of the ACF River system was the completion of Buford Dam
in 1956 and the formation of Lake Lanier (officially Lake Sidney Lanier). Lake Lanier is fed by
the waters of the Chestatee River. The lake encompasses 59 square miles of water, and 692
of shoreline at normal “full” level. Named for American poet Sidney Lanier, it was built and is
operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for flood control and water supplies (Tetra Tech,
2016).
Overall, the ACF River System underwent various changes over the years, the System had multiple
reservoirs constructed along its flow and within the last 20 years, the tristate water issues of the
ACF have been heavily litigated. While the timeline in the chapter will touch on the major dates
of these litigated issues, it is important to mention that in 1989 the Corps developed an initial draft
Master Water Control Plan for the determination of required releases to maintain the hydropower
generation and proper river levels within the ACF River System. The Plan took into consideration
the various federal regulations that superseded it (Tetra Tech, 2013).
The following year after the Master Water Control Plan was completed, Alabama sued the Corps
in federal court in what started what, according to the Atlanta Regional Council (ARC), is now
known as the “Tri-State Water Wars”. Litigation of the allocations has gone through several
different agreements and amendments since then (ARC, 2017).
4.3.2 The Economic Impact of the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint Rivers
The people of the Metro Atlanta Area, partially rely on the ACF River for their daily drinking
water needs, amung other uses, such as irrigation. The vast majority of the people living in the
greater Atlanata area, the area had a population of over five million in 2010, rely on the ACF for
their daily drinking water (McCord, 2014).
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The ACF supports a host of economic benefits to its three states, including drinking water, power
generation, agriculture, aquaculture, navigation and recreation. The following table list a handful
of select commodities and other benefits of the ACF.
Table 6 Economic Impacts of the ACF River System
Activity

State

2010 ($Million)

Poultry & Eggs

Georgia

4,800

Alabama

3,600

Florida

380

Georgia

960

Alabama

241

Florida

214

Georgia

191

Alabama

5.3

Florida

1.9

Georgia

1,040

Alabama

255

Florida

73

Oysters

Florida

9

Commercial Fishing Direct

Florida

134

Commercial Fishing Value Added

Florida

71

Water & Sewer Revenue

Georgia

530

Power Generation

Alabama

681

Recreational

Georgia

290

Total

All

13,476.2

Peanut Agriculture

Pecan Agriculture

Cotton Agriculture

Including the poultry and egg revenues, $8.78 billion, along the ACF System was based on a
similar disicion made by the Georgia Munipal Association (GMA) in their 2015 report on the
economic impacts of the ACF throughout the three states. The snapshot of the report is available
in the appendix (GMA, 2015)
The remaining roughly $4.7 billion was a result of the agricultural, recreational, municipal, and
recreational benefits of the ACF System (McCord, 2014). These revenues aided in employing
millions of people throughout the Basin, with a 2012 population of 3.83 million people, the
majority of these people were employed in one of the industruies supported by the ACF River
(GMA, 2015).
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The overall commercial fishing impact is from the Apalachicola Bay alone, and is estimated at
$134 million in economic output and an additional $71 million in value added impacts (Florida
DEP, 2017). These economic impacts and the water needs of the Greater Atlanta Metro Area are
what have fueled the Tri-State Water Wars of the last 25 years. These issues and the desired
positive economic impact for each state are what drive the rift between them, as each tries to secure
more resources for their own constituents.
4.3.3 The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River System Timelines
In 1881 the first flowing artesian well in Georgia was commissioned near Albany, GA. Albany
was designated as an Artesian City (USGS, 2016).
In 1904, the Morgan Falls facility was completed (Gardner, Sweeney, and Stallings, 2006).
In 1910, wells opened to the Clayton Aquifer and ceased flowing at Albany (USGS, 2016).
In 1930, Warwick Dam was completed on the Upper Flint River, north of Albany (USGS, 2016).
In 1956, Buford Dam was completed. Creating Lake Lanier as a multipurpose water storage lake
(Couch, Hopkins and Hardy, 1996).
In 1957, Construction on Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam completed, creating Lake Seminole
(USGS, 2016).
In 1963, George W. Andrews Lock and Dam were created as a navigation project, 154 miles
north of Apalachicola bay (Tetra Tech, 2013).
In 1963, Walter F. George Lake, also known as Lake Eufaula, was completed on the
Chattahoochee, 183 miles north of Apalachicola Bay. Its stated purposes included hydroelectric
power generation, navigation, recreation, water quality, fish, and wildlife conservation (Tetra
Tech, 2013).
In the 1970s, The Corps began entering into “interim” contracts with Georgia water suppliers to
permit withdrawals from Lake Lanier (ARC, 2017).
In 1973, the Endangered Species Act was signed (see U.S. timeline), the ACF along with the
Alabama-Coosa-Tallapoosa (ACT) have 65 species that are listed as endangered or threatened
under the Act (FWS, 2015).
In 1975, West Point Lake and Dam are completed for "flood risk management, hydroelectric
power generation, navigation, recreation, water quality, and fish and wildlife conservation" on
the Chattahoochee river, along the Alabama-Georgia Border (Tetra Tech, 2013).
In 1977, USGS began cooperative water-resources program with Albany Water, Gas, and Light
Commission (USGS, 2016).
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In 1984, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers completed water assessment for ACF River Basin Water
Management Study (Tetra Tech, 2013).
In 1989, The Corps announced a proposal to change the uses of Lake Lanier to allow for
increased withdrawals for Georgia municipal water users and an overall Water Plan to manage
the water resources (ARC, 2017).
In 1990, Alabama sued the Corps in federal court in Alabama, challenging the proposed change
as violating various federal statutes (ARC, 2017).
In September 1990, the three states and the Corps agreed to pursue a negotiated solution, and the
Alabama case was stayed (ARC, 2017).
In 1992, the three states signed an agreement to undertake information-gathering in advance of
negotiations and later joined as equal partners in the negotiations, signing an MOU and agreed to
stay the Alabama suit and study the ACT and ACF further (ARC, 2017).
In 1997, congress passed and the three states ratified the ACF Compact with a primary purpose of
creating an interstate comity to resolve controversy and guide equitable appropriationing of the
surface waters of the ACF (ARC, 2017).
In 2001, Georgia sued the Corps to compel reallocation of storage in Lake Lanier (ARC, 2017).
In 2003, the Corps settles with Georgia and commits to provide at least 20 years of storage (ARC,
2017).
Later in 2003, the ACF Compact was allowed to expire, as governors of Georgia and Florida were
unable to reach an agreement in extension talks (ARC, 2017).
In 2006, Florida requested that the Corps comply with the Endangered Species Act and allow
enough flow to maintain ACF downstream wildlife (Tetra Tech, 2013).
In 2007, governors of the three states meet with federal officials to discuss stratgey to solving
years-long water reated issues (Tetra Tech, 2013).
In 2008, Fish and Wildlife Services (FWS) release their Biological Option for water management
in the ACF (Tetra Tech, 2013).
In 2009, federal court denies Georgia’s petition that it can agree with the Corps to allocate water
supplies without Congressional approval (ARC, 2017).
In 2009, ACF stakeholders agree to jointly seek sustainable water management sollutions (Tetra
Tech, 2013).
In 2011, Appeals Court overturns the 2009 federal court decision and explains that Congress
intended Lake Lanier to be a primary water supply source for metro Atlanta, and that Congress
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understood when it authorized the project that water supply needs would grow as the population
of metro Atlanta increased (ARC, 2017).
In 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court upholds the Appeals Court decision and the states of Florida and
Alabama voluntarily withdraw their additional challenges as the Corps agrees to conduct updated
Environmnetal Impact Statement (EIS) (ARC, 2017).
In 2016, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineering published the Final EIS within the Updated Water
management Manual for the ACF (Tetra Tech, 2016).
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Figure 29 ACF River Basin Timeline
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Figure 30 ACF River Basin Condensed Timeline
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4.4. The Rio Grande River Compact

Figure 31 GIS Map of Rio Grande River Basin

4.4.1 Introduction to the Rio Grande River
The Rio Grande is in the southern portion of the United States, the River flows through parts of
Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, where it forms the border between Texas and Mexico. The
Rio Grande River or, as it is known in Mexico; the Río Bravo River is the second longest river in
the United States, fifth longest river of North America, and the 20th longest in the world. Starting
at the Rocky Mountains some 12,000 feet above sea level, the Rio Grande descends across a
multitude of biomes, watering rich agricultural regions as it flows on its way to the Gulf of Mexico
(Brand and Schmidt, 2016).
The Rio Grande River stretches about 1,900 miles and the area within the entire watershed of the
Rio Grande is some 336,000 square miles, but because roughly half the basin is arid or semiarid,
only about 176,000 square miles, actually contributes to the river’s flow. The River was set as the
official border between Texas and Mexico during the peace treaty of 1848 (Brand and Schmidt,
2016).
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The Rio Grande River flows through the Mexican states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo León,
and Tamaulipas, before flowing to the Gulf of Mexico. The following image illustrates the Rio
Grande’s flow between the Rockies and the Gulf of Mexico.

Figure 32 Map of Rio Grande River (American Rivers, 2017)
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The Rio Grande River has had a number of agreements, diversions, dams and reservoirs that have
influenced its flow, the following image illustrates the various dams and diversions that were
constructed along the river and the year they were constructed in.

Figure 33 Rio Grande River Diversions and Dams (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009)
The Rio Grande River is unique in the aspects or its shared agreements between countries and
compact agreements between states. In addition, the habitat and endangered species with the
River’s Basin are vast and unique. The River is also fortunate to have the Interstate Stream
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Commission (ISC) keeping logs of annual reports on water accounting dating back to 1939 and
running through the present (ISC, 2017).
The River Basin has four listed species under the Endangered Species Act, three of which, are
endangered (Southwestern willow flycatcher, Rio Grande silvery minnow, and New Mexico
meadow jumping mouse) and one is threatened (Western Yellow-Billed Cuckoo). The existence
of these species within the basin creates a need to maintain their habitat and ecosystems within the
downstream basin areas (ISC, 2017).
The Rio Grande River Basin is also unique, in that its water sharing agreements, such as the water
sharing agreement between Mexico and the United States in 1906, and the water compact
agreement of 1939 between Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas, set specific water quantities that
are allocated to each party. The tables from these original agreements, noting that amendments
that changed the allocations in later years, are included in the appendix.
While water demands for the three major cities within the basin, Albuquerque, New Mexico; El
Paso, Texas; and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, have largely been met by underground water pumping,
that is unlikely to be sustained in the future as the water table continues to drop and aquifers
continue to dry up. Albuquerque and El Paso have already begun withdrawing and treating surface
waters from the Rio Grande to meet ever-increasing demand within their City (Ward, Hurd,
Rahmani, and Gollehon, 2006).
4.4.2 Economic Impact of the Rio Grande River
According to the World Wildlife Foundation (WWF), over 10 million people live within the Rio
Grande River Basin. The Basin is home to 121 fish species, 69 of which are found nowhere else
outside of the Basin. There are three areas supporting endemic bird species as well as a very high
level of mollusk diversity (Wong, Williams, Pitlock, Collier, and Schelle, 2017).
The nature of the Basin, as a multi-national area, has made economic studies far fewer than other
compact areas. The Basin area is extremely underdeveloped, despite the rapidly growing economy;
the Basin is ranked as one of the poorest regions in the United States. Many within the Basin live
in makeshift homes and shanties; these are without access to running water. In addition, the basin
is facing per capita water scarcity issues. By 2025, it will likely descend into further water scarcity
if certain sustainability measures are not implemented (Wong et al., 2017).
Using the various municipality revenue reports, Paul Westerhoff’s 2000 book on water issues
along the U.S. Mexico border, the International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) and
the fact sheets from the Texas Water Resources Institute, we are then able to put together an overall
picture of the economic impacts of the Rio Grande River within its Basin (El Paso Water Utility,
2017; Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority, 2014; BBC Research &
Consulting, 2012; O'Haver, K., 2012; TWRI., 2008; Westerhoff, P., 2000).
The following table shows the synthesis of those elements and shows that the River has a net
economic value that exceeds $27 billion. This does not include any economic value that may be
realized on the Mexican side of the border.
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Table 7 Economic Impacts of the Rio Grande River System
Activity

State

2010 ($Million)

Agriculture

ALL

1,000

Water and Sewer Revenue

New Mexico

203

Texas

241

Industrial

Colorado
25,300
New Mexico

Tourism

Total

New Mexico

15.6

Texas

463

All

27,222.6

4.4.3 The Rio Grande River Water Resources Timeline
Unlike the past compacts studied in this paper, the Rio Grande does not have one predominant
urban area demanding the majority of the water within the River. As such, certain developmental
milestones will be left out.
In 1848, the Rio Grande becomes the official border between Texas and Mexico after the peace
treaty negotiations of 1848 (Brand and Schmidt, 2016).
In 1906, the Convention of 1906 provided direction for the distribution of the waters of the Rio
Grande between Texas and Mexico (ISC, 2017).
In 1916, Elephant Butte Dam was completed in New Mexico creating a large reservoir and
hydroelectric power (USACE, 2017).
In 1919, Leasburg Diversion Dam was completed in its current form, originally the diversion dam
was built in 1907 (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1934, the Isleta Diversion Dam in the Middle Rio Grande in New Mexico was completed and
opened (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1934, the San Acacia Diversion Dam in the Middle Rio Grande in New Mexico was completed
and opened (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1935, El Vado Dam was completed; this formed the El Vado Lake and reservoir in New Mexico
(U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
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In 1938, the Angostura Diversion Dam, an 800-foot long structure in New Mexico, was completed
(U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1938, Caballo Dam was completed in New Mexico regulating flow to Elephant Butte (U.S. Fish
& Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1939, Congress ratified the Compact Agreement between Colorado, New Mexico and Texas on
a water sharing compact between the three states (ISC, 2017).
In 1947, the American Diversion Dam was completed two miles north of El Paso Texas (U.S. Fish
& Wildlife Service, 2009).
Between 1949 and 1952 several amendments to the compact agreement occurred, all amendments
were agreed upon and adopted in later years.
In 1951, Platoro Dam was completed in Colorado along the upper portions of the Rio Grande (U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1953, Jemez Canyon Dam was completed by the Army Corps in New Mexico (U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1954, Falcon Dam was completed along the border between Mexico and the U.S. (U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1963, Abiquiu Dam in the Middle Rio Grande in New Mexico was completed and opened (U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1967, El Paso began using the Rio Grande to meet its municipal water needs (EPWU, 2007).
In 1968, Amistad Dam was completed along the border between Mexico and the U.S. (U.S. Fish
& Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1970, Galisteo Dam was completed by the Army Corps in the Middle Rio Grande in New
Mexico (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1971, Heron Dam was completed forming Heron Lake in Northern New Mexico (U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 1975, Cochiti Dam was completed by the Army Corps forming Cochiti Lake in New Mexico
(U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In the 1990s, the Closed Basin Project in Colorado was ongoing with the purpose and first priority
of delivering water to the Rio Grande to assist the State of Colorado in meeting its delivery
requirements under the Rio Grande Compact of 1939 and the Rio Grande Convention of 1906
(U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2009).
In 2003, the Rio Grande Silvery Minnow, which was listed on the Endangered Species List in
1994, had its critical habitat designation in the Rio Grande River (ISC, 2017).
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In 2008, the San Juan-Chama Drinking Water Project was completed taking part of Colorado’s
allocated water through 38miles of pipeline to New Mexico municipalities for drinking water use
(ABCWUA, 2008).
In 2013, the Southwestern willow flycatcher, which was added to the Endangered Species List in
1995, had its critical habitat designated in the Rio Grande River Basin (ISC, 2017).
In 2014, the New Mexico meadow jumping mouse had its critical habitat designated; the species
is native to the northern parts of the Rio Grande Basin (ISC, 2017).
In 2017, there is ongoing litigation between Texas, the plaintiff, and New Mexico and Colorado,
the defendants, where Texas alleges that ground water pumping within the River’s Basin in
upstream areas violates the compact agreement by unfairly drawing down the River’s levels (Rio
Grande Compact Violations, 2017).
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Figure 34 Rio Grande Basin Timeline
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Figure 35 Rio Grande River Basin Condensed Timeline
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5. Contrasting Populations and Resulting Timeline Comparisons
Establishing the timelines, based on the previous case studies, would just look at the major water
compact related historical events for each case and the United States as a whole. To get a better
understanding of these timelines, it is necessary to also look at the population growth within each
of these compact areas and the United States; this will help explain the varying needs of the states
and cities within each compact.

5.1 Populations within the Study Areas
We first looked at the population change in the United States, to see the growth of the Country as
a whole and try to understand when certain federal regulations and major timeline milestones, from
the overall timeline, occurred.
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Figure 36 United States Population 1790 to 2010 (U.S. Census, 2006, 2010)
The Country did not see a water compact until 1921, when we look at the population trend we
would assume this was because prior to that point water resources were enough to be shared
between entities without the need of official designations to the amount each entity is entitled to.
We next look at our three case study populations, while understanding that we wanted to look at
particular populations within the basins or that used the water of the basin. As such, New York
City’s population became the major area of study for the Delaware River Basin; this was because
the NYC reservoir system in the Upper Delaware diverts millions of gallons of water from the
basin to the City to fulfil the daily water needs of the City.
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Figure 37 NYC Population 1790 to 2010 (Gibson, 1998; U.S. Census, 2010)
Looking at the New York City population, we notice that the City initiated the Upper Delaware
Development Plan to begin diversions of water from the Delaware Water Shed in 1928; this
coincides with a large shift in the population of the City. The growth of the City’s population
undoubtedly influenced the desire by the City to develop a more robust water resource for future
generations.
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Figure 38 Atlanta Metro Area Population 1850 to 2010 (Gibson, 1998; U.S. Census, 2010)
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When looking at the ACF River Basin, the Atlanta Metro Area is the biggest factoring population
on the system. The construction of Buford Dam in 1956 coincides with an uptick in the population
growth of the Metro Area. Then the Army Corps initiation of the Georgia Water Plan in 1989 to
meet the ever-increasing water needs of the Greater Atlanta Metro Area’s population is what
ultimately triggers the ensuing Tri-State Water Wars between Alabama, Georgia and Florida,
leading to the 1997 Compact agreement and its later expiration.
Lastly, looking at the Rio Grande Basin we see a number of cities within the Basin on both sides
of the U.S. Mexico border that heavily depend on the waters of the River. The decision ultimately
was to study the population growth of Albuquerque, New Mexico and El Paso, Texas, as they were
the two cities we also involved in our timeline development, as the two major U.S. metro areas
that depend on the Rio Grande for at least part of their water needs.
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Figure 39 Albuquerque and El Paso Joint Population 1850 to 2010 (Texas Almanac, n.d.;
Population City, 2015; U.S. Census, 2010)
From the figure above, we see why El Paso would initiate withdrawals from the Rio Grande in
1967; this was due to their large increase in population. Individual city populations for each entity
are included in the Appendix. We also see good reason for Albuquerque to complete the San Juan
Chama project in 2008, they needed additional water to meet the City’s demands and by
establishing the network of water pipelines they diverted part of the Colorado Compact mandated
water releases directly into the municipalities water uses to meet the City’s needs.
The population growth within each case study area changed at differing timescales, this was
because these case studies were within different geographical areas. The overall United States
population growth may have had a steady exponential increase, but the other areas differed. The
New York City population had an earlier spike than the southeast, which in turn had an earlier
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spike in population than its southern counterpart. What this all meant was that the demand on the
water resources that existed within these areas did not become an issue until there was this
population boom that required an arrangement on how to divide the existing resource.

5.2 Resulting Timelines
Recalling the four timelines that were established for the U.S. and the three case studies, we see
that the federal regulation, such as National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 and the Endangered
Species Act of 1973 ultimately affects the compacts. These impacts are not directly felt when the
regulations are passed, rather later applications of the rules at differing times impact each compact
in different ways, at different periods.
We see that listing of certain species as endangered or threatened, eventually, causes a need for
environmental assessment of their habitats and needs in downstream areas. In the Delaware both
endangered Shortnose and Atlantic Sturgeon, require minimum flows in the River. In the ACF
system, the existence of dozens of endangered species that require minimum flows in the River is
what led Florida with USFWS to challenge the withdrawals of the River upstream and require
minimum flows to meet the needs of these species and their habitat downstream. In the Rio Grande,
the Silvery Minnow habitat designation in 2003 meant that minimum flow requirements on the
River exist, where even during times of high demand upstream, the flows downstream have to be
met to maintain the habitat requirements of the Minnow.
The other key concept that arises when viewing the three case studies, is how their compacts are
sometimes fluid and change easily, but then at times do not seem to meet the parties’ requirements.
For example, the Delaware Compact was formed in 1961 and then went through various iterations,
where during the 70s and 80s the parties tried varying methods of water allowance allocations to
meet the decree requirements, eventually in 2007 coming to the Flexible Flow Management
Program (FFMP) agreement that then managed the releases for the next decade. Even with this
understanding between the parties, some differences arose where New Jersey refused to renew the
FFMP in 2017. So while a program seemed fluid and flexible in its desire to meet all parties’ needs,
it still comes to an impasse where one of the parties involved refuses to renew the flow regimen
and as such it expires and flows revert to whatever decree existed beforehand.
The Rio Grande Compact, like the Delaware Compact, seemed to be fluid in the ability to adjust
aspects of the agreement. Where the states involved voted on amendments to make certain
adjustments at their annual meetings, while the major aspects of the Compact remained unchanged,
this was a far cry from the ACF Compact where the life of the Compact spanned all of six years
from 1997 to 2003 and never allocated the waters of the ACF, as the parties involved could not
agree. Indeed, nicknaming the water issues between Alabama, Georgia and Florida as the Tri-State
Water Wars may be fitting. Reviewing the numerous attempts of federal mediators assigned to
help the states come to some consensus on their differences and work together have fallen flat,
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maybe the current Water Management Manual for ACF issued by the Corps can have success
where past attempts at water allocation failed.
Studying the flow of the ACF River at the Chattahoochee gage station in Florida, this is where the
Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers meet, we see no discernible changes over the years. Florida’s
interest in the ACF River system is not primarily for municipal water usage, rather for the
downstream economic impact. This results in a need of maintaining minimum flow requirements
to ensure fish, wildlife and agricultural demands are fulfilled.
The following images illustrate the average daily, monthly and annual flows at head of the
Apalachicola River in Florida. The Chattahoochee gage station data represented is from 1980
through 2017. The four arrows show the locations of the 1989 Corps Water Plan, 1997 Compact
Agreement to negotiate water allocations, 2003 Expiration of the Compact and the 2016 Updated
Water Management Manual.

Figure 40 Apalachicola River Daily Flow (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017)
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Figure 41 Apalachicola River Monthly Flow (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017)
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Figure 42 Apalachicola River Annual Flow (U.S. Geological Survey, 2017)
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We still need to mention that Texas is currently challenging upstream groundwater pumping near
the Rio Grande in Colorado and New Mexico. Viewing such actions as a violation of the Compact,
as the pumping influences the water levels with the River and unfairly adjusts the level of the River
when it reaches the designated monitoring gages that determine the downstream releases (Paskus,
2017).
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6. Conclusion
The three rivers systems were heavily impacted by population change. The primary driver behind
the initial developments within the Delaware and ACF basins were population increases in a major
urban area along the flow of the rivers, or in the case of the Delaware, in an area outside the
watershed, where the flow was directed. These requirements and the needs of the downstream
areas ultimately meant that a compact was needed to decide the allocations of each party. The Rio
Grande differed in that the initial purpose of the River was agricultural, as such, the initial
allocations were based on the irrigation needs throughout the basin, and later the urban
development of the downstream areas began using the water of the River to meet their municipal
needs.
The three case studies were also impacted by the Endangered Species Act; with the Delaware River
having the Shortnose and Atlantic Sturgeons. The Rio Grande has the Rio Grande Silvery Minnow.
The ACF along with the ACT have 65 species either endangered or threatened, at least have a
dozen of which are fish and four of which are mussels that live within the ACF.
The case study areas have had past and current water conflicts; the Delaware Compact has New
Jersey refusing to renew the Flexible Flow Management Program, as of September 2017, with the
agreement now reverting to the 1954 decree. The ACF is part of the “Tri-State Water Wars.” In
2017, they began implementing the U.S. Army Corps’ new Water Management Manual. The Rio
Grande Compact has current litigation where Texas has filed suit against Colorado and New
Mexico over ground water pumping near the Rio Grande River.
These conflicts between compact parties seem to arise primarily due to the vast economic
importance of the water resource and the population’s demands of each compact party. While these
issues would be localized demand issues, the overall concepts are shared throughout the web. The
factors of economic impacts and population on flow allocations can be deemed a local event in
terms of their occurrence, but a web-wide phenomenon in terms of their existence.
We can conclude that key events have been felt throughout the compact web, where regulations
like the National Environmental Policy Act and the Endangered Species Act affected the compacts
at different periods, but for similar reasons. These federal regulations helped shape and change the
flow requirements and designations throughout the compact web, influencing the three case studies
for similar reasons due to singular rules that were passed by Congress.
We also conclude that large compacts tend to study their flow regiments and the impacts on
different aspects of the basins. Future challenges will surely test the resolve of those involved and
affect the relationships between the compact parties. It seems that each state will continue to battle
its compact counterpart for a bigger share of the resource, and as climate change exacerbates some
of these resources, particularly within southern and western compacts, relationships between these
compact parties may be tested further.
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In closing, we see that a “Political Water Compact Web” driven by federal regulations, climate
and populations change, and economic factors exists throughout the United States. This large web
affects the majority of the population of the United States.
Further study into the remaining 35 water compacts should be conducted. With the goal of looking
to see if smaller compacts were as influenced by federal regulations, population and climate
change. This will help us see if small compacts reviewed and revised their flows based on basin
demands as fluidly as the larger compacts.
Also, developing an economic impact aspect that is more thoroughly researched. One that analyzes
flow effects on downstream economies. Looking at how changes in downstream flows influence
the economic output of the communities downstream.
Lastly, follow the Texas litigation that is ongoing in the Supreme Court to see if indirect
withdrawals through groundwater pumping will be deemed as a compact violation.
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8. Appendix
Table 8 Water Compacts with Point Sources

1

2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9
10A
10B
11

Compact_Name

States Involved

Latitude

Longitude

Alabama-CoosaTallapoosa River
Basin Compact
Animas-La Plata
Compact
ApalachicolaChattahoocheeFlint River Basin
Compact
Arkansas River
Compact 1949
Arkansas River
Compact 1965

Alabama,
Georgia

34.198633

-85.444431

Congressional
Citation
P.L. 105–105

Colorado, New
Mexico
Alabama,
Florida, Georgia

36.998852

-108.022636

P.L. 90-537

31.001046

-85.002530

P.L. 105–104

Colorado, Kansas

38.030412

-102.044628

63 Stat.145-152

Kansas,
Oklahoma

36.999152

-96.924082

Arkansas River
Basin Compact
1970
Bear River
Compact
Belle Fourche
River Compact
Big Blue River
Compact
Canadian River
Compact
Canadian River
Compact
Chesapeake Bay
Commission

Arkansas,
Oklahoma

35.395101

-94.431103

P.L. 340, 84th
Congress granted
consent to
negotiate; P.L. 789
89th Congress
granted consent.
87 Stat. 569, P.L.
93-152

Idaho, Utah,
Wyoming
South Dakota,
Wyoming
Kansas, Nebraska

42.001586

-111.046746

72 Stat. 38

44.749293

-104.055821

58 Stat. 94

40.000888

-96.601751

Texas, Oklahoma

35.880117

-100.000399

New Mexico,
Texas
Maryland,
Pennsylvania,
Virginia
Arizona,
California,
Nevada
Arizona, Nevada

35.394053

-103.042261

38.723884

-76.449799

92nd Congress 86
Stat. 193
64 Stat. 93, 66 Stat.
74
64 Stat. 93, 66 Stat.
74
legislative advisory
group

35.001910

-114.633497

45 Stat. 1057-64

36.193271

-114.044010

45 Stat. 1057-64

Arizona, Utah

37.001376

-111.411093

45 Stat. 1057-64

Utah, Colorado

39.116792

-109.051578

45 Stat. 1057-64

Wyoming, Utah

40.999567

-109.566024

45 Stat. 1057-64

12A

Colorado River
Compact

12B

Colorado River
Compact
Colorado River
Compact
Colorado River
Compact
Colorado River
Compact

12C
12D
12E
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Colorado River
Compact
Connecticut
River Valley
Flood Control
Compact
Connecticut
River Valley
Flood Control
Compact
Costilla Creek
Compact

New Mexico,
Colorado
Connecticut

36.998925

-109.005383

45 Stat. 1057-64

42.024634

-72.607110

67 Stat. 45

New Hampshire,
Vermont

43.647950

-72.314127

67 Stat. 45

Colorado, New
Mexico

36.995795

-105.528562

15

Delaware River
Basin Compact

41.764493

-75.061083

16A

Great Lakes
Basin Compact

42.092792

-81.419139

82 Stat. 414, P.L.
90-419

16B

Great Lakes
Basin Compact

42.137615

-87.121043

82 Stat. 414, P.L.
90-419

16C

Great Lakes
Basin Compact
Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River
Basin Water
Resources
Compact
Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River
Basin Water
Resources
Compact
Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence River
Basin Water
Resources
Compact
Jennings
Randolph Lake
Project Compact
Kansas-Missouri
Flood Prevention
and Control
Compact
Klamath River
Compact

Delaware, New
Jersey, New
York,
Pennsylvania,
New York City
Michigan, New
York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania
Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan,
Wisconsin
Minnesota,
Wisconsin
Michigan, New
York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania

1963 Congress
approved
amendments
75 Stat. 688

47.311521

-89.999461

42.092792

-81.419139

82 Stat. 414, P.L.
90-419
P.L. 110-342

Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan,
Wisconsin

42.137615

-87.121043

P.L. 110-342

Minnesota,
Wisconsin

47.311521

-89.999461

P.L. 110-342

Maryland, West
Virginia

39.417831

-79.132948

Concurred by U.S.
Army Corps

Kansas, Missouri

39.117746

-94.607276

Commission

California,
Oregon

42.007522

-122.186387

69 Stat. 613, 71
Stat. 497 [1957]

12F
13A

13B

14

17A

17B

17C

18

19

20
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21
22

23

La Plata River
Compact
Merrimack River
Flood Control
Compact
New HampshireVermont
Interstate Public
Water Supply
Compact
Pecos River
Compact
Potomac Valley
Compact

Colorado, New
Mexico
Massachusetts,
New Hampshire

36.999267

-108.188593

43 Stat.796

42.700011

-71.432584

Approved by
Congress

New Hampshire,
Vermont

44.364028

-71.815260

P.L. 104-126, 110
Stat. 884

32.000106

-103.980263

63 Stat. 159

39.712850

-78.148937

54 Stat. 748; 84
Stat. 856

38.934460

-77.119500

54 Stat. 748; 84
Stat. 856

25B

Potomac Valley
Compact

New Mexico,
Texas
Maryland,
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia
Washington
D.C., Maryland

26A

Red River
Compact

Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Texas

33.637878

-94.485934

P.L. 96-564, 94
Stat 3305; P.L. 346

26B

Red River
Compact

Arkansas,
Louisiana

33.019332

-93.804021

P.L. 96-564, 94
Stat 3305; P.L. 346

27

Republican River
Compact

Colorado,
Kansas, Nebraska

40.002948

-102.051715

P.L. 60

28A

Rio Grande
Compact
Rio Grande
Compact
Sabine River
Compact
Snake River
Compact
South Platte
River Compact
Susquehanna
River Basin
Compact
Susquehanna
River Basin
Compact
Thames River
Flood Control
Compact
Upper Colorado
River Basin
Compact
Upper Colorado
River Basin
Compact

Colorado, New
Mexico
New Mexico,
Texas
Louisiana, Texas

36.995847

-105.718459

53 Stat. 785

31.784022

-106.528045

53 Stat. 785

31.455118

-93.722961

Idaho, Wyoming

43.168160

-111.044198

Colorado,
Nebraska
New York,
Pennsylvania

41.002438

-102.209077

65 Stat. 736; 68
Stat. 690
62 Stat. 294; 64
Stat. 29 [1950]
44 Stat. 195

41.999144

-76.473451

32 P.S. Sec. 820.1
et seq.

Maryland,
Pennsylvania

39.721174

-76.230985

32 P.S. Sec. 820.1
et seq.

Connecticut,
Massachusetts

42.024326

-71.884092

72 Stat. 364

Arizona, Utah

37.001376

-111.411093

63 Stat. 31

Utah, Colorado

39.116792

-109.051578

63 Stat. 31

24
25A

28B
29
30
31
32A

32B

33

34A

34B

82

34C

34D

35
36
37

38A
38B

Upper Colorado
River Basin
Compact
Upper Colorado
River Basin
Compact
Upper Niobrara
River Compact
Wabash Valley
Compact
Wheeling Creek
Watershed
Protection and
Flood Prevention
District Compact
Yellowstone
River Compact
Yellowstone
River Compact

Wyoming, Utah

40.999567

-109.566024

63 Stat. 31

New Mexico,
Colorado

36.998925

-109.005383

63 Stat. 31

Nebraska,
Wyoming
Illinois, Indiana

42.653526

-104.052700

83 Stat. 86

39.347955

-87.531750

P.L. 86-375

Pennsylvania,
West Virginia

39.947373

-80.519172

81 Stat. 553

Montana, North
Dakota
Montana,
Wyoming

47.761326

-104.043188

44.992436

-110.516772

63 Stat.152; 65 Stat
663
63 Stat.152; 65 Stat
663

Figure 43 Population Change in Delaware Basin, 2000-2010 (Kaufman, 2011)
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Table 9Annual economic value supported by the Delaware River Basin (Kaufman, 2011)
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Figure 44 Public Law 87-328, Delaware River Basin Compact Agreement (Delaware River
Basin Compact Agreement of 1961)
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Figure 45 ACF Economic Snap Shot (GMA, 2015)
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Figure 46 ACF Economic Value of Select Commodities (GMA, 2015)
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Table 10 ACF Economic Impacts (McCord, 2014)

Table 11 Mexico's Water Allocation from the Rio Grande River (Distribution of Waters of Rio
Grande Convention of 1906)
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Table 12 Upper-Rio Grande Compact Allocations (Rio Grande Compact of 1939)
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Table 13 Mid-Rio Grande Compact Allocations (Rio Grande Compact of 1939)
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Table 14 Lower-Rio Grande Compact Allocations (Rio Grande Compact of 1939)
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Figure 47 El Paso Municipal Water Source (EPWU, 2007)
Table 15 U.S. Overall Timeline
Date
1787
1789
1871
1893
1921
1934
1940
1944
1954
1958
1958
1963
1965
1970
1970
1972
1973
1989

United States Overall
Event
Compact Clause
First Compact Agreement
U.S. Fish Commission
First Compact Challenge
First Water Compact
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Fish and Wildlife Service Formed
Flood Control Act
Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958
Water Supply Act
Clean Air Act
Federal Water Project Recreation Act
National Environmental Policy Act
USEPA Formed
Clean Water Act
Endangered Species Act
North American Wetlands Conservation Act
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Table 16 Delaware River Basin Timeline
Date
1667
1776
1776
1800

Delaware River Basin and NYC Overall
Event
First NYC Public Well
First NYC Reservoir (Broadway Reservoir)
George Washington Crossed the Delaware
Manhattan Company Water Wells

1830
1842
1873
1878
1890
1905
1915
1924
1927
1928
1928
1930

NYC Fire Protection Tank
Old Croton Reservoir
Boyds Corner Distribution Reservoir
Middle Branch Distribution Reservoir
New Croton Reservoir
Board of Water Supply Formed
Ashokan Reservoir and Catskill Aqueduct
First NY-NJ-PA Attempt to Develop Upper Delaware
Second NY-NJ-PA Attempt to Develop Upper Delaware
Schoharie Reservoir and Shandaken Tunnel
NYC begins Upper Delaware Development Plan
U.S. Supreme Court Action against Upper Delaware Development

1931
1937
1944
1950
1952
1954
1954
1955
1961
1964
1973

Supreme Court Ruling on Upper Delaware Development
NYC Begins Construction on Delaware Reservoir System
Delaware Aqueduct Completed
Rondout Reservoir Completed
NYC Petition to Increase Diversions
Supreme Court Amended Decree
Neversink Reservoir Completed
Pepacton Reservoir Completed
Delaware River Basin Compact
Cannonsville Reservoir Completed
Shortnose Sturgeon Added to Endangered Species

2007
2008
2011
2012
2012

First FFMP Agreement
Revised FFMP Agreement
Calculation Methods Changed in FFMP
FFMP Revision Once Again
Delaware Atlantic Sturgeon Added to Endangered Species

2017

New Jersey Let FFMP Expire
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Table 17 ACF River Basin Timeline
Date
1881
1904
1910
1930
1956
1957
1963
1963
1970s
1973
1975
1977
1984
1989
1990
1990
1992
1997
2001
2003
2003
2006
2007
2008
2009
2009
2011
2012
2016

ACF River Basin Overall
Event
First Artesian Well in GA
Morgan Falls facility completed
Wells to Clayton Aquifer Established
Warwick Dam Completed
Buford Dam Completed and Lake Lanier formed
Woodruff Lock and Dam Completed
Andrews Lock and Dam Completed
George Lock and Dam Completed
Corps permits withdrawals for GA
65 Endangered Species in ACT & ACF
West Point Lake and Dam Completed
USGS Begins Cooperative Water-Resources Program with Albany, GA
Corps Complete ACF Water Assessment
Corps Water Plan for GA Water Access
Alabama Files Suit of Corps over Water Plan
Corps Agrees to Negotiated Solution (Suit Stayed)
MOU Signed by Three States
ACF Compact Signed by Congress
GA Sued Corps for Reallocation of Lake Lanier Storage
Corps Settles with GA to Provide 20 years of Storage
ACF Compact Expires
FL Requests Corps Comply with Endangered Species Act
Three Governors meet with Federal Officials to Solve "Water Wars"
FWS Releases Biological Option for Water management
Courts Nullify Corps Agreement with GA without Congressional
Approval
ACF Stakeholders Agree to Seek Sustainable Water management
Appeals Court Overturns 2009 Decision
U.S. Supreme Court Upholds Appeals Court and AL & FL Withdraw
Remaining Arguments as Corps Performs New EIS
Final EIS Published by Corps with Updated Water Management
Manual for ACF
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Table 18 Rio Grande River Basin Timeline
Date
1848
1906
1916
1919
1934
1934
1935
1938
1938
1939
1947
1950
1951

Rio Grande River Basin Overall
Event
Rio Grande Official Border with Mexico
The Rio Grande Convention of 1906 ensures Mexico Water Delivery from the
River.
Elephant Butte Dam and Reservoir
Leasburg Diversion Dam
Isleta Diversion Dam
San Acacia Diversion Dam
El Vado Dam And Lake
Angostura Diversion Dam
Caballo Dam
Congress Ratified the Rio Grande Compact Agreement
American Diversion Dam
Several Amendments to the Compact Agreement
Platoro Dam

1953
1954
1963
1968
1970
1971
1975
1990s

Jemez Canyon Dam
Falcon Dam on U.S. Mexico Border
Abiquiu Dam
Amistad Dam on U.S. Mexico Border
Galisteo Dam
Heron Dam and Heron Lake
Cochiti Dam and Lake
Closed Basin Project in Colorado, to Meet Water Requirements of Compact and
Convention

2003
2008
2013
2014
2017

Rio Grande Silvery Minnow Habitat Designated for ESL
San Juan Chama Project to use Surface Water for Drinking Water Needs in NM.
Southwestern Willow Catcher Habitat Designated for ESL
NM Meadow Jumping Mouse Habitat Designated for ESL
Ongoing TX Litigation of Compact in Supreme Court
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Table 19 Rio Grande Population 1850 to 2010 (U.S. Census, 2006, 2010; Population City, 2015)
Date
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

Albuquerque

El Paso

2,315
3,785
6,238
11,020
15,157
26,570
35,449
96,815
201,189
244,501
332,920
384,736
448,607
545,852

200
428
736
736
10,338
15,906
39,279
77,560
102,421
96,810
130,485
276,687
339,615
425,259
515,342
563,662
649,121
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Ciudad
Juarez

261700
407400
598460
789520
1187280
1321000

Total/U.S.
200
428
736
3,051
14,123
22,144
50,299
92,717
128,991
132,259
227,300
477,876
584,116
758,179
900,078
1,012,269
1,194,973

